Invite the world into your home

Become a host for a Humanity in Action Fellow in June 2023

Du you want to give a young international student an experience of a life time? Humanity in Action is looking for people who will host a foreign student for three weeks; from June 8 - June 30, 2023 (not including travel dates).

As a host or host family for a Humanity in Action Fellow you get a global perspective on everyday life, access to an international network of ambitious young people and professionals, and a friend for life. It is the obvious opportunity for anyone who goes with a desire to put an imprint on their community - abroad and at home.

“We are a family of five with two boys and a girl. The last couple of years we have had young students from Humanity in Action living with us and it has been a great success. It puts an ordinary family life into perspective to hear how other young people have grown up, and it always adds something good when there is another language involved. As a host family, it is also inspiring to teach young people who are engaged to getting to know and follow Humanity in Actions programs. It contributes with one extra dimension in this year's brightest month for everyone children as well as adults”.– Caroline Melchior, former host mother

Our Fellows are some of the most talented university students from their countries, with fierce community engagement, global outlook, and a willingness and ability to turn words into action. Each year they come to Copenhagen to participate in Humanity in Actions Fellowship.

Together with over 2,500 Fellows and Senior Fellows, who are committed to social justice all around the globe, Humanity in Action is an international non-profit, non-partisan and non-governmental organization. Our objective is to facilitate and promote a dialogue to understand and respond to the challenges that democratic societies face as they become increasingly diverse. Deeply engaged in human rights, pluralism and democracy, our uniqueness lies in our multitude of perspectives that are brought together in a vibrant international community.

Become a host. The Copenhagen Fellowship runs from June 18- June 30, 2023. Our Fellows are a mix of students from Denmark, USA, Bosnia, Germany, and Ukraine, at the ages between 20 - 30 years.

As a host or host family one must be able to offer the student a room of their own. Humanity in Action offers most meals and transport during the program. On week days, Fellows are usually occupied between 9-18. In addition to this, the role of Humanity in Action host or host family is flexible and can be as much or as little as you and/or your family has time and energy for.

Do you want to know more?
Contact Humanity in Action Danmark at denmark@humanityinaction.org - read more at www.humanityinaction.org/denmark - or watch our host family video here: vimeo.com/371400353